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Art and Architecture
GT3913.C22 L673
Cesaretti, Gusmano (photographer)
Street writers: a guided tour of Chicano graffiti
Los Angeles: Acrobat Books, c1975

NA7238.L67 S68 1946
Fritz B. Burns Research Division for Housing
Souvenir pictorial booklet of the Post-war House, Wilshire Blvd. at Highland Ave., Los Angeles
[Los Angeles]: Fritz B. Burns Research Division for Housing, c1946

N 6535 L6 P54 1977
Pildas, Ave
Art deco: Los Angeles: photographs
New York: Harper & Row, c1977

NA7860 .R893
Ruscha, Edward
Some Los Angeles apartments
[Los Angeles]: E. Ruscha, 1965

Communities of Color
HV6483.W3 C2 1965
California. Governor's Commission on the Los Angeles Riots
Violence in the city--an end or a beginning? A report by the Governor's Commission on the Los Angeles riots, December 2, 1965
[Los Angeles]: [Publisher not identified], 1965

E 185.8 C37
Case, Frederick E.
Black capitalism: problems in development; a case study of Los Angeles
New York, Praeger Publishers [1972]

F869.L89 N4 1992x
Staff of the Los Angeles Times
Understanding the riots: Los Angeles before and after the Rodney King case
Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles Times, 1992
Coverage of the 1992 L.A. riots by the Los Angeles Times
Young, Abby
*Power and politics in the urban ghetto: an analysis of changing patterns of politics in the negro community of south central Los Angeles*
1967
Typescript. Thesis (B.A.), Pomona College, 1967. Includes bibliographical references (leaves [59-63]).

Larson, Louise Leung, 1905-
*Sweet bamboo: saga of a Chinese American family*
Los Angeles, Calif.: Chinese Historical Society of Southern California, 1990, c1989

Lui, Garding, 1895-
*Inside Los Angeles Chinatown*  
[Los Angeles? 1948]

Smith, Icy
*The lonely queue: the forgotten history of the courageous Chinese Americans in Los Angeles*  
Gardena, CA: East West Discovery Press, 2001  

Acuña, Rodolfo
*A community under siege: a chronicle of Chicanos east of the Los Angeles River, 1945-1975*  
Los Angeles Chicano Studies Research Center, Publications, University of California at Los Angeles, c1984

Chávez, Ernesto, 1962-
"Mi raza primero!" (My people first!) : nationalism, identity, and insurgency in the Chicano movement in Los Angeles, 1966-1978  
Berkeley: University of California Press, c2002
Memories around a bulldozed barrio
Gamboa, Manazar, 1934?-2000
Los Angeles, Calif.: The Author, c1996-

Julian Nava: my Mexican-American journey
Nava, Julian, 1927-
Houston, Tex.: Arte Público Press, c2002
Julian Nava recounts his rise from a childhood in the barrio to become the first Mexican American to serve as United States Ambassador to Mexico.

Pedro, the angel of Olvera Street
Politi, Leo, 1908-1996
New York: C. Scribner’s sons, 1946
With music. “The Posada song is used by courtesy of Padua Hill Theater.”

Environmental Concerns

Eighth progress report Los Angeles River Pollution Committee for the period October 1, 1954 through September 30, 1955
Los Angeles River Pollution Committee
Los Angeles, California: State of California, Los Angeles Regional Water Pollution Control Board (No. 4), 1955

The Smog problem in Los Angeles County: a report
Stanford Research Institute on studies to determine the nature and causes of smog
Los Angeles, Calif.: Distributed by the Western Oil and Gas Association, [1954]

Some progress in atmospheric sanitation in Los Angeles County
Viets, Floyd H
Pittsburgh: s.n., 1951

Smog--we’re losing the battle--and why?
White, Magner
[Los Angeles: s.n., 1955?]
Reprinted from: Los Angeles examiner, Sept. 18-25, 1955
**Neighborhoods**

G 4364 L8 E65 1985 A27
Aaron Blake Publishers
The Raymond Chandler mystery map of Los Angeles [map]
Los Angeles, Calif.: Aaron Blake Publishers, c1985

F869.L875 A74 2003
Arceneaux, Edgar
*107th Street Watts*
Frankfurt am Main: Revolver Archiv für Aktuelle Kunst, 2003
Volume 2 is a continuous sequence of photographs of the street, folded accordion-style (as is vol. 1).

NC1075 P64 A43
Politi, Leo, 1908-1996
*Bunker Hill, Los Angeles: reminiscences of bygone days*
[Palm Desert, Calif., Desert-Southwest, 1964]

TR 654 R873X
Ruscha, Edward
*Real estate opportunities*

N7433.4.R78 T48 2005
Ruscha, Edward
*Then & now: Hollywood Boulevard 1973-2004*
Göttingen : Steidl, c2005
A collection of photographic prints documenting Hollywood Boulevard first in July 1973 and later in June 2004. Same type of camera equipment were used to re-photograph the street. The panoramic images in black and white from 1973 run parallel to 2004 colored version - contrasting the changes over three decades.

**Transportation**

HE4491.L7 I46 1967
Citizens Advisory Council on Public Transportation; consultant, Development Research Associates
*Improving public transportation in Los Angeles: a report to the community on public transportation*
Los Angeles, Calif.: The Council, 1967
HE372 .L7 1949
Los Angeles (Calif.). Traffic Survey Committee
Street traffic management for Los Angeles; appraisal and recommendations prepared for the city of Los Angeles
[Los Angeles] 1948

G4364.L8P1 1943 .L6
Los Angeles Railway
Route map, Los Angeles Railway streetcar and coach routes
[Los Angeles] : Los Angeles Railway Corp., [1943]
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Shows streetcar and bus routes. Includes index to points of interest. Illustrations, list of routes and points of interest, and map of downtown Los Angeles on verso.

HE5425 C2 SW27 L6
Swett, Ira L. (editor)
Los Angeles Pacific album
[Los Angeles, Interurbans, c1965]

HE356.5.L6 L67 1947
Town Hall (Los Angeles, Calif.). Regional Planning and Development Section
The Los Angeles traffic and transit problem : a report
[Los Angeles? Calif. : s.n.], 1947

Urban Planning

NA 9127 L7 A8
Alexander, Robert E. (Robert Evans), 1907-1992
Rebuilding a city; a study of redevelopment problems in Los Angeles
Los Angeles, Haynes Foundation, 1951

G4364.L8G45 1967 .L65
Los Angeles (Calif.). Department of City Planning
Concepts for Los Angeles: summary, September 1967
Los Angeles, Calif.: Dept. of City Planning, [1967]

HT168.L7 L74 1964
Los Angeles Central City Committee
The plan for Central City, Los Angeles
[Los Angeles]: Los Angeles Central City Committee, [1964]